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highlighted in Previous next highlighted » For some 3'rd party applications, you must set the associated option in the program. Check whatsapp settings with the following steps: WhatsApp - &gt; Settings -&gt; Messaging -&gt; Pop-up Message If the current option is No Pop-up, change to Always show pop-up If you still have trouble getting a message from
WhatsApp after the above setting, check if WhatsApp is selected in the settings messages. Screen images are only informative. Google+, Google, Google Logo, Google Search, Google Maps, Gmail, YouTube, Android, Google Play and Messenger are trademarks of Google Inc. All other products and services in question may belong to the proprietors of their
respective trade marks. Hi! Go to Android after a few years camp on the iPhone. Just trying to get my s10+ setup as I like. Edge lighting is really cool and seems to work well with the screen, but when the screen does not work. It seems to me that all settings do this turned on, but it doesn't seem to work. Screenshot of Settings2 REPORT: We have created an
archive of all major events related to the Samsung Galaxy S10. We keep this page up to date with the latest news from S10e/S10/S10+ that you don't need to search for information related to your device every day. Go here to access that page. New updates are added to the bottom of this story....... Samsung has been experimenting with curved/curved
screens since the 2014 Galaxy Note Edge. The unique design has finally reached the usual galaxy S and Note phone series, starting with the 2016 Galaxy S6/ Edge+. However, smartphone critics were initially skeptical of the screen edged the screen. To justify an additional price tag, a limited number of apps and inbox features could not be reached.
Samsung itself has added some handy new features to its Android skin, a.k.a. TouchWiz, to use the edges of the screen. One of them was Edge Lighting. When you collide down, edge lighting lights up the edge screen when you receive calls or notifications. You can color the code to five contacts that appear in the appropriate colors when they get in touch,
and all other calls or messages will appear in neutral bright light. In fact, Samsung has introduced Edge Lighting+ - an add-on to customize this particular feature with even more effects within its Good Lock suite. Samsung not only announced it as a ploy. This feature has received several updates since its inception. One user interface, the latest Samsung
leather option based on Android Pie, supports Edge Lighting. The Galaxy S10 series is in 2019. Samsung flashship phone phone. The phones were officially released on the retail market on March 8. Since then, several users have reported various anomalies related to the Edge Lighting feature. the primary glitch symptom is a bit bizarre. Edge lighting is
reportedly only available when the screen is on, which defeats the actual intended purpose of the function itself. Edge lighting doesn't work when the option is selected when the screen is off. from galaxys10 @SamsungCanada your edge lighting does not work for your new s10 plus... please fix it. — . (@freddytoskala) On March 13, 2019
@SamsungMobileUS Edge lighting didn't work on my S10+, what happened? — Dovid Elkind (@DovidElkind) March 10, 2019 Many have noticed that Samsung's stock programs are working well, but in the case of third-party apps they have been hit or missed. So far, edge lighting works with Snapchat messages, but not with texts via google messaging
app or Gmail. They're allowed with data savers and notification settings, but still nothing happens when I get a new email or message. (Source) Source: XDA Forums We decided to unearth a little and found interesting events. Users have reported the same error with older Galaxy S and Note phones in the past. I bought my Note 9 3 days ago. I doubled,
tripled, and quadruple checked all my settings and my edge lighting didn't work either. Everything is also updated, so I am a little astounded as to why it does not work (source) source source As you may notice, people claimed to add programs manually according to the Lighting Edge list and gave them the necessary permissions, but still face random
glitches. Interestingly, Samsung's messaging app once had compatibility issues that were fixed after the update. The good news is that they have just released an update to Samsung's messaging app in the Galaxy Apps Store and corrected this error. Believe me, it made me crazy not to get pop-ups. I woke up one morning and the messaging app had to
update. Poof, Edge lighting began to operate again. (Source) The study this way revealed another angle. Apparently, some carriers (such as Sprint) have forced Samsung to suppress the notification of the stock messaging app. In this case, users also missed Edge Lighting using samsung's stock program. Our conclusion Among the many solutions we have
identified: apps must be able to wake up the screen and/or provide detailed form messages. pop-up notifications, if supported, must be turned on. In addition, Samsung also reviewed descriptions of the modes available to the One UI. Video Source: Jimmy is the promo samsung experience (the ancestor of one user interface), they looked like this: Now it is
clearly stated that although the screen is off, Edge Lighting will replace messages that can turn on the screen. Therefore, if someone decides to turn off the wake notification in a specific app, it won't work when the screen is turned off. This option is always probably a buggy one because it may not be able to distinguish between two modes. Third-party
developers may need to a non-standard messaging mechanism in their programmes, if any, so that problems are minimised. It can also be use third-party applications to simulate messages, but this does not fall within the scope of this Article. Have you encountered similar Edge Lighting problems on your Galaxy S10? Comment below. Update 1 (April 16)
The latest update of EdgeLighting+, samsung's Good Lock app kit module, enables camera saw lighting support. Keep in mind that the usual restrictions on Edge Lighting are still there, which means that the feature only works when a specific app tries to wake the screen. Update 2 (June 8) The Galaxy S10 (and other Samsung phones) damaged edge
lighting feature can now be stabilized using the new Edge Lighting fix app. Go to this article to know more. Update 3 (September 27) A new Samsung Edge Lighting update is introduced with extended support for third-party applications such as WhatsApp, Telegram, Messenger Lite, etc. Go to this article for more information. Follow @PiunikaWeb
PiunikaWeb is a unique initiative that focuses on investigative journalism. This means that we do a lot of hard work to come up with news that is exceptional, broken or curated in nature. Perhaps this is the reason why our work was chosen by the likes of Forbes, Foxnews, Gizmodo, TechCrunch, Engadget, The Verge, Macrumors, and more. Check out our
website to feel your job. And if you like what we do, stay in touch with us on Twitter (@PiunikaWeb) and other social media channels to get up-to-date information about our published stories in time. Want to work at PiunikaWeb? You will be pleased to know we have hired. Samsung has increased its flagship game and launched in 2018 with the S9 and S9
Plus, what many believe to be the two best Android smartphones. The company's latest high-end offerings further improve the already excellent features of their predecessors, taking the fact that elements such as design, display, performance and photography are in a completely new level. But as good as these devices, unfortunately, there are still some
problems with the Galaxy S9 and Galaxy S9 Plus that users face. Related coverage: Here is an overview of some of the problems with the Samsung Galaxy S9 and Galaxy S9 Plus we know about, along with possible solutions to fix them! Disclaimer: Not every Galaxy S9 and Galaxy S9 Plus will have these problems. In fact, it is more than likely that you will
not have to face any of these problems at all. Problem #1 – Screen problemsWith these devices, many display problems have been reduced. They are some of the most common Galaxy S9 and Galaxy S9 Plus problems out there. Black crushing problem A number of users have reported a problem where it is difficult to reveal details on the screen in darker
areas of videos, instead showing blocks of black or pixel images. This problem is most often seen with a larger Samsung Galaxy Plus and low brightness level. Potential solutions:Fortunately, software repair should solve this problem and hopefully soon be installed. Until then, a temporary correction is achieved by using theScreen Balance program, which
provides control features such as white balance, shade, color filters, and brightness. You can download the app from the Google Play Store here. Screen brightness automatically adjusts and becomes too dim users reported that when they unlock the device at night or in a dark environment, the screen automatically becomes dimmer, even if settings such as
auto brightness and blue light mode (night mode) are turned off. Possible solutions: This problem appears to occur for users who have restored settings and applications from a previous device that has night mode turned on. Unfortunately, the only way to solve this problem so far is to make factory settings (instructions on how to do this, you can find below).
During the setup process, be sure to uncheck Restore system settings. You'll still be able to restore your programs the way you did before. The screen appears to have a yellow tingeA several users reported seeing a yellow tint on the screen. Available solutions:You can try changing the color balance by going to Settings &gt; Display &gt; Color mode and
manually adjusting the RGB spectrum until the screen looks better. If this does not work and the problem persists, the only option may be to pick up the change. The dead zone on the screenOne from the more widely discussed problems of the Galaxy S9 and Galaxy S9 has so far been a dead zone on the screen, which was found by some users. It doesn't
seem to be responding to the whole part of the screen. Possible solutions:First, check if there is a dead area on the screen or not. Open the dialer and call #0** to start the hardware diagnostics page. Open Touch. Now swipe your finger across all parts of the screen to check if the area is responding. If so, it allows you to change Samsung.In if there is no
dead zone, the problem may be related to touch sensitivity, especially if you have screen protection. Go to the Settings menu and open Advanced Features. Scroll down, find Touch sensitivity, and turn it on. Read next: Best Screen Protection for Samsung Galaxy S9Problem #2 – The keyboard doesn't workSome users have determined that the keyboard
doesn't open as expected when you try to enter a PIN or password to unlock your phone. Possible solutions: Many believe that this may be due to the problem of the dead zone mentioned above. The solution is actually much simpler and basically involves the ability to determine which should have been activated by default. Go to &gt; app settings and open
the Advanced settings menu by tapping three vertical dots in the upper-right corner. Tap Show system settings and scroll down to samsung keyboard. Scroll down to Advanced settings and grant permission for apps that can appear at the top. This should solve the problem. By default, permissions should be allowed, but this cannot be the case in this case.
This permission is required even if you install a third-party Problem #3 - Video stuttering while recording video 4KMany users encountered dropped shots and and or stutter when recording a video in 4K. Dropped shots also appear in video playback. Possible solutions: This stuttering may be due to slow microSD cards. Make sure that the microSD card you
have allows you to use a minimum writing speed of 30MBps to ensure that the recording quality is not affected. Some users have found that disabling electronic image stabilization (EIS) seems to be solving the problem. Go to the camera app and open the settings menu where you can turn off EIS. You should also enable HEVC (high performance video
encoding). Since the Galaxy S9 and Galaxy S9 Plus Optical Image Stabilization (OIS) should not have too much negative effect on the EIS shutdown. In addition, the software fix, I hope, should be available for the upcoming update. Problem #4 - Message LED does not work as expectedMany users have determined that the message LED does not work as
expected. Applications such as Whatsapp allow you to choose unique colors for private and group messages, leDs do not reflect this setting. In some cases, the notification LED displays a standard color, regardless of whether you've set different colors for individual apps. This seems to be one of the most common problems faced by users of the Galaxy S9
and Galaxy S9 Plus. Available solutions:In the case of Whatsapp, go to Settings &gt; Applications and scroll down to Whatsapp. In the Memory section, tap Clear Cache. Then run Whatsapp, open the settings menu and set the LED color to None. Finally, go to Settings (phone &gt;) Display, turn off the LED indicator and turn it back on. Go back to Whatsapp
and set the LED color to the desired and everything should work as expected. For other applications, you may need to use a third-party app, such as Light Flow, until a permanent fix can be obtained from Samsung. Here you can find the Pro version of the app, but some users have suggested Light Flow Legacy seems to work better with Samsung devices.



You can find this version of the program here. Problem #5 - Edge lighting does not work as expectedDee that many users have encountered various problems with edge lighting. For some, it doesn't work when the screen is turned off. For others Edge Lighting seems to be running only stock SMS app and nothing more. Available solutions: Some users have
found that when pop-up notifications are enabled for apps like WhatsApp and Snapchat, Edge lighting works when the screen is also turned off. For some, the problem seems to be because they have disabled the animation duration scale in the Developer Options section of the settings menu, which is done to improve performance. All you have to do is set it
to 0.5x, and edge lighting works. You can try downloading the Edge Lighting app from the Google Play Store here. This app allows you to set custom colors for different applications and allows the edge lighting feature to work even when Off. However, the results were mixed. The program worked perfectly for some users. Others had problems. Since this is a
paid program, it is someone who before you decide to download it. Problem #6 – Call recording is not workingUsers found that call recording no longer works, but only one side of the call is saved. This occurs regardless of which call recorder you are using. This problem affects only the version of Phones powered by samsung Exynos processor, and not
Qualcomm Snapdragon 845.Unfortunately, there is no solution or solution for this. Call recording in many markets is blocked by the Galaxy S9 and Galaxy S9 Plus to comply with Google's security policies and local laws. Some developers have managed a solution to the problem that allows you to record one side of the call, but that's as much as it's going to
be. Users who rely on call recording may find that this is one of the biggest problems of the Galaxy S9 and Galaxy S9 Plus. Samsung has begun installing native call recording in certain markets such as Israel, Finland, Russia and others where call recording is legal. In other markets you can try using skvalex app Call Recorder, which now seems to support
the Galaxy S9 and Galaxy S9 Plus. There's a trial version of the program, so you can check if it's right for you before you buy the full version. Problem #7 - Connection problemsWi-Fi and Bluetooth problems usually occur when you take a new smartphone, and there have also been reports of connection problems with the Galaxy S9 and Galaxy S9 Plus. Wi-
Fi problemsSopee the device and router for at least ten seconds, then turn them back and try connecting again. Go to &gt; power saving settings and make sure this option is turned off. Use the Wi-Fi Analyzer option to check if your channel is overloaded and to go to a better option. Forget your Wi-Fi connection by going to &gt; Wi-Fi settings and tap the
connection you want for a long time, then select Forget. Please re-enter the details and try again. Make sure your router's firmware is up to date. Make sure that your device's programs and software are up to date. Go to Wi-Fi &gt; Settings &gt; Advanced and note your device's MAC address, and then make sure it's allowed to access the router in the MAC
filter. Some users have found that disabling hotspot 2.0 seems to solve many problems with Wi-Fi.Bluetooth problemsSFine the device and car manufacturer's manual and reset the connections. Make sure you don't lack a vital part of the connection process. Go to Bluetooth &gt; Settings and make sure there is nothing to changeGo to Bluetooth &gt; settings
and delete all previous pairs and try to set them again from scratch. Problem #8 – Calls are rejected automaticallySome users have found that incoming calls are rejected automatically, with a rejection call message (Sorry, now unable to speak. Call back later.) Sent. While it is clear that the main issue is the rejection of calls, who have paid or restricted
notification plans are also worrying. Solutions available:For some users, an easy mute shutdown seems to appear to be Trick. Go to Advanced &gt; Settings and turn it off. If you already turn off a setting, turn it on and turn it off again. Most often it seems that this problem is related to the illumination of the edge. Go to Settings &gt; Show &gt; Edge &gt; Edge
Lighting, tap three vertical dots in the upper-right corner, and open Quick Reply. You can turn off this feature until a permanent fix is available. The ability to disable the setting was released with the latest update. If you don't already see this option, the only solution to this problem is to turn off edge lighting completely. Problem #9 – static or cracked noise over
the speakerSome users encounter a problem with the speaker of their device. Users hear static or cracking noise while watching videos, listening to music, or playing games. Possible solutions: You can first check and confirm that the problem is not hardware-related. Type *#0** to open the hardware check menu. Search for speaker and run the test. If this is
a hardware problem, you only have the option to pick up a replacement. If the code does not work, you can also try dialing *#7353#. Some users have found that the problem seems to be related to the Dolby Atmos function and clears static noise when it is turned off. Go to &gt; sound and vibration &gt; sound quality and effects. Turn off the Dolby Atmos
setting to see if the problem is gone. Problem #10 - Problems where the only option is to wait for a software updateThere are some problems with the Galaxy S9 and Galaxy S9 Plus, when there are no solutions yet, and the only option so far is to wait for the official repair of the software from Samsung or the program developer who is facing or causing
problems. The volume of messages is too small: many users have found that the volume of notifications is very low. This is most likely a software problem and will hopefully be resolved in the future update. Call drops: One of the seemingly major problems with the Galaxy S9 and Galaxy S9 Plus is call drops or silent patches when making calls. A number of
users have encountered this problem and it does not appear to be a problem with a SIM card or mobile network connection. Samsung has included call stability improvements with the latest few updates. Although some users with each update have improved, they have not yet fully departed. NFC issues: Some users have determined that NFC automatically
shuts down and cannot be turned on again when the device battery drops to less than 70%. Samsung Galaxy S9 and S9 Plus Manuals - soft reset setting, cool reset, boot to safe mode, wipe cache partitionSoft ResetPress and hold power button and volume down key simultaneously for about 10 seconds until the device shuts down. This works when the
screen is not responding. Hard setting newWith device off, press and hold the volume up key, the Bixby button, and the power button simultaneously. When the Samsung logo appears, release the power button, but keep the volume up and Bixby buttons. when ever The Android System Recovery screen is displayed, release all buttons. Use the volume down
button to switch the selection to clear data/factory settings, and then press the power button to accept it. To switch the selection to Yes to delete all user data, then press the power button, use the volume down button. Please wait while the reset is complete. Eventually you'll be prompted to reboot the system now. Press the power button to continue. If the
phone is turned on, go to Settings &gt; Backup &amp; Reset &gt; Reset device &gt; Erase Everything.Wipe cache partitionWith device off, press and hold volume up key, Bixby button, and power button simultaneously. When the Samsung logo appears, release the power button, but keep the volume up and home buttons. When the Android System Recovery
screen appears, release all the buttons. Use the volume down button to switch the selection to clear the cache partition, and then press the power button to accept it. When the previous menu returns, go up and select Restart system now. Charge in safe modeWhen the device is turned off, turn the device back on and press and hold the volume down button
until the Safe Mode button appears. Tap this button to start your device in safe mode. Don't let this list of problems deter you from buying these fantastic smartphones. Many of the problems are related to the software and hopefully will be addressed in future updates. If you're experiencing other problems with your Galaxy S9 and Galaxy S9, please let us
know in the comments section below. We will do everything we can to find a way for you. You.
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